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Abstract—Resource allocation overbooking is an approach
used by cloud providers that allocates more virtual resources than
available on physical hardware, which may imply service quality
degradation. Docker in cloud computing environments is being
increasingly used due to their fast provisioning and deployment,
while the impact of overbooking of resources allocation due
to multi-tenancy remains overlooked. This paper proposes a
machine learning model to detect overbooking in Kubernetes
environments within the docker container. The proposed model
continuously monitors distributed container OS usage and application performance metrics. The collected metrics are used as
input to a machine learning model that identifies multi-tenancy
interference incurring in application performance degradation.
Experiments performed on a Kubernetes cluster with a Dockerbased Big Data processing application showed that our proposed
model could detect resource overbooking with up to 98% accuracy. This implies an overbooking on a resource of up to 1.2 in
the client’s domain.
Index Terms—Container Orchestration, Docker, Kubernetes,
Machine Learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Public cloud computing services have become widely used
due to their pay-as-you-go premise [1]. A popular service
model in cloud computing is known as Infrastructure-as-aService (IaaS), wherein the cloud client acquires a configurable
virtual machine (VM) according to its service needs. In
IaaS model, software components are not shared between
tenants, which introduces a processing burden. Recently a
new lightweight multi-tenancy structure has been introduced
to replace traditional hypervisors, namely service containerization [2]. In such a case, instead of hosting several VMs
executing their OS, containers can share their host OS libraries
by using a container engine (e.g., Docker) to create isolated
spaces to each container, performed as a traditional process in
the host OS [3].
To increase profits and optimize resource allocation, public
cloud providers often allocate more virtual resources than their
physical hardware counterparts can handle [4]. This situation,
known as overbooking, leverages the fact that the virtual
resources requested by cloud tenants will be in an idle state
most of the time. Therefore, the physical hardware can be
provided to other cloud tenants concurrently. For instance, a
cloud provider may allocate 20 virtual CPU cores to 10 cloud
tenants in a physical machine containing only eight physical
CPU cores.

Resources overbooking may cause quality-of-service (QoS)
degradation to cloud tenants if other clients request their virtual resources concurrently, as there will not be a proper physical hardware counterpart to handle the processing needs [5].
The hypervisors often employ fairness algorithms to deal
with overbooking, wherein VMs in an idle state receive a
higher hardware usage priority when they request it. However,
overbooking in container orchestration scenario is a very
tricky problem, as multi-tenancy between containers is handled
by the host OS, which treats them as a traditional userspace process [6]. Despite being a known and widely studied
challenge in VM-based clouds, overbooking of resources in
service containers remain overlooked in the literature [7].
Traditionally, to ensure QoS, public cloud providers establish Service Level Agreements (SLA) that defines a minimum
expected service quality level. SLA represents a contract,
evaluated by a Service Level Indicator (SLI) that measures if
the established SLA has been fulfilled [8] [9]. However, SLAs
are often related to service uptime, despite hardware provision
guarantees. It is up to the cloud client to ensure that the cloud
provider is provisioning the contracted hardware [10].
The client cannot access the provider host information, but
only its dockerized version within its domain. As a result, the
client does not have access to information such as the number
of concurrent containers being executed in the same physical
hardware, neither their physical hardware usage [4].
This paper proposes a machine learning model to identify
the resource overbooking within a client domain in Kubernetes orchestration environments. The proposed model was
implemented in a twofold manner. First, it periodically and
continuously monitors the service container application performance and containerized OS usage metrics. Our approach
assumes that we can detect overbooking-related issues by
analyzing both application performance and its dockerized
OS resource usage counterpart. Second, we treat resource
overbooking detection as a classification task through machine
learning techniques. Therefore, our proposed model can detect
resource overbooking issues in service containers within the
client domain, without host-related data and possible conflict
of interest with the cloud provider.
In summary, the main paper contributions are:
• The evaluation of multi-tenancy impact in dockers service. The performed evaluation, first in the literature
according to our best knowledge, with a big data pro-

cessing application as a use-case, shows that overbooking
significantly affects service containers performance.
• The proposition and evaluation of a machine learning
model to detect resource issues overbooking in service
containers within the client domain. Our proposed model
can detect overbooking of resources with up to 98% of
accuracy.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses dockerization and multi-tenancy aspects.
Section III presents related works on multi-tenancy identification. Section IV shows an evaluation of multi-tenancy
impact on docker services. Section V introduces our proposed
model, while Section VI describes the implemented prototype.
Section VII evaluates, and Section VIII draws conclusions.
II. P RELIMINARIES
A. Containers
Containers are significantly more lightweight than traditional VMs, as they share their host OS libraries [3]. They are
executed in a user-space process in the host OS, wherein the
container engine must ensure isolation between both containers and host. For instance, in Linux OSes, a popular approach
to containerization relies on the Docker engine, which provides
container isolation through namespaces [11].
Each namespace creates an abstraction to the running process (container). The processes inside a namespace have a
different and isolated host resource view. Namespaces are
often implemented through kernel APIs, enabling the container
engine to create resources ”clone”. For instance, mounting a
virtual file system for the container storage, create a process ID
(PID) for a container execution, and a network bridge for the
container network traffic [12]. As a result, containers do not
rely on hypervisors for multi-tenancy but rather are executed
as a user-space process in the host OS. However, process
scheduling in OS does not take into account the multi-tenancy
aspects inherent in containers.
Traditional hypervisors often employ fairness algorithms
for VMs resource scheduling, such as disk, network, and
CPU utilization [4]. Consequently, the container performance
may significantly degrade in a multi-tenancy setting, as other
tenants (containers) may exhaust the physical hardware. It is
essential to take into account that scheduling algorithms were
not designed to handle multi-tenancy. Besides, as executed as
a user-space process, a single container may spawn other child
processes, which are scheduled as another process by the host
OS, further degrading performance for other containers [12].
B. Container Orchestration
Container engines such as Docker are responsible for deploying and managing containers in a single host. Thus a
container orchestration framework must be used to provide
scalability through several nodes. Kubernetes is one of the
most used orchestration engines, which manages the scheduling and deployment of containers in a physical cluster [12].
Kubernetes cluster comprises several workers, which are used
to deploy containers, and a master node, which performs the

proper cluster management. The containers’ deployment is accomplished through a Pod configuration file, which describes
the service cluster configuration, e.g., a Pod file containing
front-end, back-end, and database containers. The Pod file is
used as input to the Kubernetes master, which handles the
proper container deployment between its available Kubernetes
workers.
Multi-tenancy aspects within a single Kubernetes worker
are handled by the container engine itself, e.g., Docker.
Kubernetes provides performance configuration for container
deployment, which is achieved by setting lower and upper
bounds for CPU and memory usage, which are then set as
a container property when it is deployed, then handled by
the host OS. Notably, proper overbooking of resources is not
managed in Kubernetes, as the orchestration engine is only
responsible for scheduling container deployment among several workers. The orchestration engine may deploy a heavily
resource-demanding container in a Kubernetes worker without
considering their resource usage, which may significantly
degrade the performance of other already deployed containers
in the selected worker.
III. R ELATED W ORKS
In general, research effort is conducted on providing approaches for performing overbooking of resources without the
cloud client QoS degradation at the cloud computing provider
perspective.
For instance, F. Caglar et al. [13] proposes a machine
learning technique to predict future cloud tenant resource
usage for better overbooking of resources. The authors can
increase the physical hardware usage in IaaS clouds, hence,
increase the cloud provider profits without incurring client
QoS issues. On the other hand, D. Hoeflin et al. [5] proposes
an analytical model to improve physical hardware resource
usage on IaaS.
L. Tomás et al. [14] proposes a new cloud provider configuration to enable the mapping of critical client services to
physical CPU cores for performance improvements. Ideally,
identifying overbooking of resources should be made at the
client-side due to conflict of interests. For instance, a machine
learning technique for identifying overbooking was proposed
by C. Vicentini et al. [4]. The author’s approach performs periodic benchmarks within the client VM to identify performance
deviations with a classification technique.
An opportunistic offloading technique was proposed by X.
Sun et al. [15] wherein a set of client services were migrated
to the cloud if response time is not critical.
S. Venkateswaran2019 et al. [16] proposes a bare-metal VM
placement SLA to provide performance guarantees. On the
other hand, E. Truyen et al. [7] proposes a new SLA model
for service containers, which does not take into account the
overbooking of resources.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to address in
the service containerization context, identifying overbooking
of resources that may incur QoS degradation from the client
perspective.

CPU-Bound Job

IV. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT

A. Testbed
To evaluate the performance degradation due to resources
overbooking, we deploy a distributed container orchestration environment through Kubernetes v.1.19 and Docker
v.19.03.13. Four physical machines compose the testbed,
wherein one node is used for the Kubernetes master, and three
nodes as Kubernetes workers. The nodes are equipped with an
8-core Intel i7 CPU, 16GB of memory, interconnected through
a gigabit network, with an Ubuntu OS v. 18.04.
As an application use-case, we consider a containerized
distributed Apache Spark v.3.0.0 cluster [17], composed of
1 Apache master container and 3 Apache spark worker containers, the workers are configured to use 2 CPU cores. The
application container cluster is deployed through a Kubernetes
Pod. Two Apache Spark jobs [18] were evaluated, as described
below:
• CPU-bound Job: Distributed containerized Apache Spark
job that computes P I number up to a 10,000nd digit
precision. Processing demand is strictly CPU-bound.
• Resource-bound Job: Distributed containerized Apache
Spark job that continuously computes word occurrences
in a 500MB file. Processing demand is both CPU, disk,
and network bounded.
To create an overbooking of resource situation for each job
execution, we also vary the number of concurrent Kubernetes
tenants (containers). To achieve such a goal, before the evaluated Apache Spark jobs are deployed and executed, we also
submit a Kubernetes Pod that instantiates containers to run
single-threaded CPU benchmarks through the sysbench tool.
The number of deployed tenants in the concurrent Kubernetes
Pod varies throughout the testbed execution, creating a controlled resource overbooking throughout the evaluation.
B. The impact of multi-tenancy in containers
Figure 1 shows the job processing time for each evaluated
Apache Spark job according to the overbooking ratio. It is
possible to note the job processing time degradation, i.e.,
performance, on both evaluated jobs when a 0.75 overbooking
ratio is surpassed, with further impact if the provider performs
a 1.0 rate of overbooking. For instance, in a 2.0 overbooking
ratio, the CPU-bound job increases its job processing time
by 75%, while the Resource-bound job increases it by 196%.
Noteworthy, only a 0.1 increase in the overbooking ratio
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In recent years, several traditionally deployed services in
IaaS clouds have migrated to dockerized solutions. Simultaneously, the performance impact due to overbooking of resources
in container-based environments remains overlooked in the
literature.
This section investigates the impact of multi-tenancy and resource overbooking on dockerized applications’ performance.
We deployed a Big Data processing task in a distributed and
dockerized manner through Kubernetes for the analyses. Also,
it is described the deployed testbed and the performance issues
experienced due to overbooking.
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Fig. 1: Performance impact on evaluated containerized Apache
Spark jobs under overbooking of resources settings. The
overbooking ratio is computed as the relation between the
number of deployed containers and the available physical CPU
cores in each Kubernetes node.
incurs, on average, on 11%, and 14% of job processing
time increase for both CPU-bound and Resource-bound jobs,
respectively.
As a result, the overbooking of resources in containerized
applications significantly degrades application performance.
However, from a client perspective, s/he cannot establish the
issue root-cause, as in its dockerized domain, the resource
overbooking is not visible.
V. ML MODELLING FOR DETECTING DOCKER - BASED APP
OVERBOOKING ONTO K UBERNETS
This section presents the novel machine learning model to
detect resource overbooking within the client domain in container orchestration environments. It is composed of two main
steps, namely Containerized Monitoring and SLI Deviation
Detection, as shown in Figure 2. The model’s implementation
in a classifier aims to monitor both application and container
OS (docker) metrics to identify multi-tenancy issues caused
due to the overbooking of resources.
The proposal considers a container orchestration service
wherein a provider tenant (client) wishes to monitor her
application for provider resources overbooking in real-time.
In such a context, the client cannot access the provider
infrastructure settings, including the Docker or the container
host OS. The monitoring can only be performed within the
client container domain by monitoring its applications and OS.
The monitoring task aims to find SLI deviations in real-time,
for instance, a service provider that cannot provide the proper
CPU time for the container client. Our proposal considers
the identification of SLI deviations as a supervised machine
learning task. Therefore, a set of dockerized metrics, such as
OS resources usage and dockerized application performance
metrics, is used as input for a machine learning classifier that
detects SLI deviations.
The next subsections further describes the proposed model,
including the Containerized Monitoring and SLI Deviation
Detection modules.
A. Containerized Monitoring
Monitoring performance issues within containerized applications is a challenging task. The docker does not have access

Fig. 2: The proposed machine learning model for detection of
overbooking of resources within the client domain.

to host-related metrics, e.g., CPU steal-time in Linux, that
measures the amount of requested CPU time the hypervisor
could not handle to the VM. In contrast, a dockerized app
only has access to its OS-related (containerized OS) and
application-related (containerized processes) metrics.
The Containerized Monitoring module goal is to continuously monitor both containerized OS and app performance
metrics. Our approach’s rationale is to use both containerized
OS and application performance metrics to detect performance
issues within the docker domain. The assumption is that
a machine learning classifier can be applied to detect SLI
deviations by analyzing the containerized OS usage metrics
and application performance metrics. In a multi-tenant interference scenario, the OS usage metrics will be high, while the
application will perform poorly. Therefore, it can be detected
through the analysis of its features by a machine learning
algorithm.
The Containerized Monitoring module is composed by two
entities, namely APP Collector and OS Collector. The prior
periodically and continuously extracts application performance
metrics within the docker environment, e.g., extract features
related to the number of clients that the application has
successfully processed within a time interval. On the other
hand, the OS Collector periodically and continuously extracts
the containerized OS usage metrics, e.g., the usage percentage
of the dockerized CPU. As a result, the Containerized Monitoring extracts two sets of features regarding the application
performance and OS usage, both within the tenant domain.
B. SLI Deviation Detection
The detection of SLI deviations caused by resource overbooking interference within the containerized (client) environment is challenging. Our proposal considers the identification
of multi-tenancy issues as a supervised machine learning
classification task to address such a challenge.

The classification procedure is executed periodically and
continuously in a client domain environment (SLI Deviation
Detection, Figure 2). The client domain is executed outside
the provider domain. Therefore, it does not seem prone to
conflict of interest with the provider. The classification starts
with a Metric Collector module that collects both APP Metrics
and OS Metrics from the Containerized Monitoring module
(Section V-A) from a set of containers being executed in the
provider domain. The metrics are collected periodically at
each predefined time interval, e.g., every 5-seconds. The set of
collected metrics from each docker is forwarded to a Feature
Builder module, whose goal is to compound a feature vector
for classification. A set of feature vectors are built, in which
each vector comprises both APP Metrics and OS Metrics for
a single container.
The set of built feature vectors are forwarded to a SLI
Classification module, which executes a machine learning
classifier to classify each given feature vector as an overbook or normal scenario. Overbook classified scenarios are
containers currently experiencing multi-tenancy interference
due to provider overbooking of resources. As a result, the
proposed model can identify multi-tenancy interference within
the container environment.
C. Discussion
Identifying resources overbooking interference within the
client domain is challenging, especially in containerized environments that have been overlooked in the literature. Our
proposal treats resource overbooking detection as a classification problem through machine learning techniques to address
such a challenge. The classification task receives as input
both containerized application performance and containerized
OS usage metrics. As a result, it can detect, for instance, an
application performing poorly. Simultaneously, the containerized OS is heavily used, an indication of a possible multitenancy interference in a resource overbooking scenario. The
proposal can also be implemented within the client domain,
thus addressing possible conflict of interests with the cloud
provider.
VI. P ROTOTYPE
A proposal prototype was implemented as a distributed
processing application executed in a container orchestration
environment, as shown in Figure 3. The prototype was implemented in the same testbed evaluated previously (Section IV), through Kubernetes and a client application executing
an Apache Spark cluster, composed of three Apache Spark
workers and one Apache Spark master. Each client container
executes both APP Metrics Collector and OS Metrics Collector. The prior collects five application-related performance
features from the Apache Spark monitoring API, while the
former collects eight containerized OS-related features with
the PSutil v.5.7.2 python API.
The collected set of features from both collectors are listed
in Table I. The features are collected from each container in a
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Extracted Features
JVM CPU Usage, Shuffle Writes, Shuffle
Reads, Exec. Memory Usage, JVM GC Time
CPU Usage, Memory Usage, Read Disk
Sectors, Written Disk Sectors, Uploaded
Bytes, Downloaded Bytes, Uploaded
Packets, Downloaded Packets

5-second time interval. At each time interval, the Metric Collector module receives the collected features through a SOAP
(Simple Object Access Protocol) web-service, as implemented
through the SOAPpy API v.0.12.22. A machine learning
classifier classifies each container’s built feature vector through
the scikit-learn API v.0.23.
VII. E VALUATION
The present evaluation aims at answering the following
research questions: (Q1) Is the proposal able to detect resource
overbooking within the client domain? (Q2) What is the
minimal resource overbooking needed for accurate detection?
(Q3) What is the detection delay for the identification of
resource overbooking?
The next items describe our testbed and how our proposal
performs when detecting multi-tenancy interference within the
client domain.
A. Overbooking of Resource Detection
To evaluate the proposed model was used the same set
of experiments performed in Section IV-A to implement our
proposal prototype. Each overbooking degree setting, from
0.25 to 3.0 ratio, was evaluated, wherein the containerized
Apache Spark jobs are monitored for 10 minutes of execution
in each scenario. Therefore, for each evaluated overbooking
setting, an average of 120 (5 per second) feature vectors are
collected for each Apache Worker container.
The first experiment aims to answer question Q1 and
evaluate the proposed model accuracy for identifying the
resources overbooking within the client domain. We evaluate
four commonly used machine learning classifiers [19], (i)
the Decision Tree (DT) classifier with a confidence factor of
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Fig. 4: Gradient Boosting classification accuracy with all
features while varying the overbooking label threshold. The
proposed approach can reach high detection accuracies with
an overbooking ratio threshold as small as 1.2.
TABLE II: Proposed approach accuracies for overbooking
detection within client domain considering scenarios with less
than 1.0 of overbooking ratio as normal.
Feat.
Set

Classifier

Feat. Sel. All Feat.

Feature Set
APP Metrics
(Apache Spark API)
OS Metrics
(PSUtil)

40

0
0

TABLE I: Extracted set of features from the containerized
monitoring module every 5-second time interval.
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20
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Fig. 3: Implemented prototype of the proposed machine learning model for detection of overbooking of resources within
client domain.

TP

DT
RF
GBT
kNN
DT
RF
GBT
kNN

Accuracies (%)
CPU-bound Job
Resource-bound Job
TP
TN
TP
TN
94.45
89.01
94.74
88.84
98.42
90.43
97.51
92.01
98.35
90.43
98.15
91.87
96.03
68.60
88.34
51.37
94.59
88.88
95.09
89.39
98.56
89.92
97.72
91.73
98.63
89.92
98.08
91.73
96.03
68.21
90.40
58.95

0.25, (ii) the Random Forest (RF), and (iii) Gradient Boosting
(GBT) classifiers with 100 decision trees as their base-learners,
and the (iv) k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) classifier with five
neighbors. Each classifier was evaluated with and without
feature selection being made. To this end, the feature selection
applies a filter-based information gain technique, wherein only
features with an information gain over 0.2 are used for the
model building procedure. Two classification classes were
used, normal and overbooking.
For the model building process, the collected data from 2
Apache workers (containers) are used for training, while the
data from the remaining Apache worker is used for testing. The
classifiers were evaluated with respect to their True-Negative
(TN) and True-Positive (TP) accuracies. The TN rate denotes
the ratio of normal (non overbooking) measurements correctly
classified as normal. The TP rate denotes the ratio of overbooking measurements correctly classified as overbooking.
Table II shows the proposal classification accuracy for the
evaluated classifier according to each Apache Spark job to
detect resources overbooking ratio higher than a 1.0 threshold.
It is possible to note that our proposal was able to provide
high detection accuracies, up to 98.15% of TP, and 91.87% of
TN for the resource-bound job with the GBT classifier with
all features, while a 98.35% of TP, and 90.43% of TN for
the CPU-bound job with the same classifier. The proposal
provided similar classification accuracy regardless of the evaluated Apache Spark job, showing its applicability. Therefore,
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Fig. 5: The proposed model overbooking detection rate using
GBT classifier with all features, through several overbooking
of resources configurations. The classifier is trained with a 1.0
overbooking detection ratio threshold
the proposal can detect resources overbooking within the client
domain with high detection accuracy.
To answer question Q2, we evaluate the proposal sensitivity
to overbooking of resources. We vary each scenario label as
normal or overbooking according to its overbooking ratio, as
the operator may define the detection sensitivity for each need.
Figure 4 shows the proposal accuracies for the overbooking
ratio label threshold with the GBT classifier will all features
(most accurate classifier, Table II). It is possible to note
that the proposal can identify with high detection accuracy
overbooking interferences that will cause significant processing time increase (when the overbooking ratio surpasses the
threshold of 1.2, as evaluated in Section IV). If demanded by
the operator, the proposal can reliably detect overbooking up
to 1.25 ratio while reaching up to 95% in both TN and TP
detection rates, regardless of the processed Apache Spark job.
Finally, to answer question Q3, we deploy our proposed
model with a 1.0 overbooking ratio label threshold and investigate the overbooking detection sensitivity while varying
the concurrent multi-tenancy interference. Figure 5 shows the
proposal detection accuracy over time and the detection delay
at each overbooking ratio change. It is possible to note that
our proposal can detect multi-tenancy interference as soon as
the current Apache job in execution begins to degrade its
performance after a 1.0 overbooking threshold is surpassed.
Besides, one can further decrease the detection speed by
reducing the feature extraction collection period (5-second in
our prototype).
VIII. C ONCLUSION
Resources overbooking is a known challenge in traditional
cloud computing environments, which remains overlooked in
current containerized environments. This paper has proposed
a novel approach for identifying resources overbooking within
the client domain, which incurs the quality of service degradation.
Through the application of machine learning techniques
over both containerized OS and application performance metrics, the proposed model was able to identify with high
detection accuracy. Such a situation happens when the cloud
provider performs resources overbooking that will affect containerized services’ processing performance.

As future works, we will evaluate the proposed model
accuracies on further containerized applications and under
more dynamic environments.
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